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Asia And Asian-Americans

Younger Fiction
Cheng, Andrea. Year Of The Book. (209653) 
Halpin, Abigail, il. Follows a young Chinese 
American girl, as she navigates relationships with 
family, friends, and her fourth-grade classroom, 
and finds a true best friend. (07-11) Houghton 
2012 B,K,L,Q+,M,C,W (AR/RC) $18.59  
Cheng, Andrea. Year Of The Fortune Cookie: 
An Anna Wang Novel. (209658) Barton, Patrice, 
il. Eleven-year-old Anna takes a trip to China and 
learns more about herself and her Chinese heritage. 
(07-11) Houghton 2014 K,L,Q,C (AR) $18.59
Cheng, Andrea. Only One Year. (209671) 
Wong, Nicole (Nicole E.), il. Nine-year-old Sharon 
has conflicted feelings towards her copycat little 
sister and rambunctious toddler brother, is sent to 
China for a year to live with relatives. (07-10) Lee 
& Low 2010 B,K,L,Q+,M,C,W (AR/RC) $19.27  

Christensen, Bonnie. Single Pebble: A Story Of 
The Silk Road. (212234) In 9th century China, 
a little girl sends a small jade pebble to travel with 
her father along the Silk Road. The pebble passes 
from his hand all the way to the Republic of Venice, 
where a boy cherishes it and sees the value of this 
gift. (04-08) Roaring Brook 2013 K,L,Q+,M,CA,W 
(AR) $19.99 
Compestine, Ying Chang. Crouching Tiger. 
(234338) Nascimbene, Yan, il. When Ming Da’s 
Chinese grandpa comes to visit, he overcomes 
his initial embarrassment at his grandfather’s 
traditions and begins to appreciate him. (06-09) 
Candlewick 2011 B,L,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR) $19.29 
Compestine, Ying Chang. Real Story Of Stone 
Soup. (234344) Jorisch, Stephane, il. When a 
crew of Chinese fishermen forget to bring cooking 
utensils with them, they find creative ways to make 
do with what they have and what they can find. 
(05-09) Dutton 2007 B,K,L,Q,C (AR/RC) $19.29 

Compestine, Ying Chang. Runaway Wok: 
A Chinese New Year Tale. (234351) Serra, 
Sebastia, il. A poor man in Beijing sends his son 
to trade their eggs for a bag of rice, but instead 
he gets an empty magic wok that changes their 
fortunes. Includes information about Chinese New 
Year and a recipe for fried rice. (06-08) Dutton 
2011 B,K,L,W+ (AR/RC) $19.29 
Compestine, Ying Chang. Boy Dumplings. 
(234339) Yamasaki, James, il. When a hungry 

ghost threatens to gobble up a plump little boy, the 
boy tricks the ghost by convincing him to prepare 
an elaborate recipe first. (04-08) Holiday House 
2009 B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.27 
Jiang, Ji-li. Red Kite, Blue Kite. (491695) Ruth, 
Greg, il. When Tai Shan and his father, Baba, are 
separated during China’s Cultural Revolution, they 
are able to stay close by greeting one another every 
day with flying kites until Baba, like the kites, is 
free. (05-08) Hyperion 2013 B,K,L,Q,C,W (AR/RC) 
$19.99 
Kajikawa, Kimiko. Tsunami! (505752) Young, 
Ed, il. A wealthy man in a Japanese village, who 
everyone calls Ojiisan, which means grandfather, 
sets fire to his rice fields to warn the innocent people 
of an approaching tsunami. (03-05) Philomel 2009 
B,K+,L+,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) $19.29 
Khan, Rukhsana. King For A Day. (516464) 
Kromer, Christiane, il. Even though he is confined 
to a wheelchair, a Pakistani boy tries to capture the 
most kites during Basant, the annual spring kite 
festival, and become “king” for the day. Includes 
an afterword about the Basant festival. (05-10) 
Lee & Low 2013 K+,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.97
Lin, Grace. Bringing In The New Year. 
(573853) A Chinese American family prepares for 
and celebrates the Lunar New Year. (03-06) Knopf 
2008 B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) $18.59  
Lin, Grace. Ling & Ting: Not Exactly The Same! 
(573851) Ling and Ting are identical twins that 
people think are exactly the same, but time and 
again they prove to be different. (06-08) Little 
2010 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M+,C,W (AR/RC) $17.89 
Lin, Grace. Ling & Ting Share A Birthday. 
(573846) Identical twins Ling and Ting celebrate 
their birthday by sharing gifts and making wishes. 
(06-08) Little 2013 K+,L,Q+,M,W+ (AR) $17.90
Lin, Grace. Thanking The Moon: Celebrating 
The Mid-Autumn Moon Festival. (573907) 
Each member of a Chinese family contributes to 
the celebration of the Mid-Autumn Moon Festival. 
Includes author’s note explaining this festival’s 
customs and traditions. (05-08) Knopf 2010 
B,K,L,Q  (AR) $19.29  
Lo, Ginnie. Auntie Yang’s Great Soybean 
Picnic. (581270) Lo, Beth, il. A Chinese American 
girl’s Aunt discovers soybeans growing in Illinois, 
leading her family to a soybean picnic tradition that 
grows into an annual community event. (06-10) 
Lee & Low 2012 B+,L,Q,C,W (AR/RC) $20.67  
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Look, Lenore. Alvin Ho: Allergic To Girls, 
School, And Other Scary Things. (585573) 
Pham, LeUyen, il. A young boy in Concord, 
Massachusetts, who loves superheroes and whose 
ancestors were Chinese warriors, must overcome 
his fears to make friends. (06-10) Schwartz & Wade 
2008 B,K+,L,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) $18.59 
Meshon, Aaron. Take Me Out To The Yakyu. 
(639636) A little boy’s grandfathers, one in 
America and one in Japan, teach him about baseball 
and its rich, varying cultural traditions. (02-06) 
Atheneum 2013 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) 
$19.29 
Nishizuka, Koko. Beckoning Cat: Based On 
A Japanese Folktale. (677338) Litzinger, 
Rosanne, il. A retelling of the traditional Japanese 
tale describing the origins of the beckoning cat and 
how it came to be a symbol of good luck. (04-08) 
Holiday House 2009 B,K,L,Q+,M (AR/RC) $19.27 

Ohi, Ruth. Kenta And The Big Wave. (687264) 
Amidst the chaos of an emergency evacuation 
brought on by a tsunami in Japan, Kenta and his 
family must quickly leave their home. (04-07) 
Annick Press 2013 B,K+,L,Q (AR) $14.37
Pennypacker, Sara. Sparrow Girl. (695238) 
Tanaka, Yoko China’s leader declares war on 
sparrows in 1958 so everyone chases the birds 
away except for Ming-Li, a young girl whose 
compassion and foresight prevent a disaster. (05-
09) Hyperion 2009 B,K,L,Q,CA (AR/RC) $19.29  

Reibstein, Mark. Wabi Sabi. (744953) Young, 
Ed, il. Wabi Sabi, a cat living in the city of Kyoto, 
learns about the Japanese concept of beauty 
through simplicity as she asks various animals she 
meets about the meaning of her name. (03-06) 
Little 2008 B+,K+,L,Q,M,CA (AR/RC) $19.29 
Santore, Charles. Silk Princess. (776981) 
After a cocoon falls into her tea cup and forms a 
long, delicate thread, Hsi-Ling Chi, a princess in 
ancient China, meets a man who reveals how to 
turn the cocoons into silk. (03-07) Random 2007 
B+,K,L,Q,CA (AR) $19.99 
Say, Allen. Boy In The Garden. (781222) After 
Jiro encounters a life-like garden statue of a tall 
bird, he falls asleep and dreams of the story his 
mother once told him about a grateful crane. (05-
07) Houghton 2010 B,K+,L,Q+,M+,C,W+ (AR/RC) 
$19.99 
Say, Allen. Favorite Daughter. (781225) 
Yuriko, teased at school for her unusual name and 
Japanese ancestry, yearns to be more ordinary 
until her father reminds her of how special she is. 
(04-08) Scholastic 2013 B,K,L,Q+,M,W (AR/RC) 
$19.99 
Sheth, Kashmira. No-Dogs-Allowed Rule. 
(811894) Pearce, Carl, il. Third-grader Ishan 
Mehra wants his family to get a dog, but his efforts 

to convince his parents often get him into trouble. 
(06-08) Whitman 2012 K,L,Q (AR/RC) $17.89  

Suneby, Elizabeth. Razia’s Ray Of Hope: 
One Girl’s Dream Of An Education. (865166) 
Verelst, Suana, il. A story about a young girl who 
must find a way to convince her father and brothers 
that she should go to school in Afghanistan. (08-
11) Kids Can 2013 B,K,L,Q (AR) $20.67 
Thong, Roseanne. Fly Free! (881509) Neilan, 
Eujin Kim, il. When Mai feeds the caged birds at 
a Buddhist temple in Vietnam, her simple act of 
kindness starts a chain of thoughtful acts that 
ultimately comes back to her. (07-09) Boyds Mills 
2010 B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.97 
Wade, Mary Dodson. No Year Of The Cat. 
(913145) Wong, Nicole, il. Long ago, the emperor 
of China, seeking a way to help recall the year in 
which certain events occur, calls upon the animals 
to race one another and the first twelve to finish will 
have a year named after them. (06-10) Sleeping 
Bear Press 2013 B,K,L,Q (AR) $19.27
Wang, Gabrielle. Race For The Chinese Zodiac. 
(919428) Rippin, Sally, il. Long ago in ancient 
China, the Jade Emperor, proclaimed a mighty 
race, saying that the first twelve animals to cross 
the river would have a year named after them. (05-
09) Candlewick 2013 K,L,Q,W (AR/RC) $17.89 
Wells, Rosemary. Yoko. (933652) When Yoko 
brings sushi to school for lunch, her classmates 
make fun of what she eats--until one of them tries 
it for himself. (04-08) Hyperion 2009 B+,K,L+,W+ 
(AR/RC) $13.10  
Wells, Rosemary. Yoko Learns To Read. 
(933656) Despite the doubts of some classmates 
and her native-born Japanese mother’s inability to 
read English, Yoko finds the key to reading. (04-
08) Hyperion 2012 B,K,L,Q,CA (AR) $18.59 
Woo, Alan. Maggie’s Chopsticks. (962055) 
Malenfant, Isabelle, il. Maggie has just received a 
special pair of chopsticks for Chinese New Year, 
and she plucks up the courage to find her own 
way, making a place for herself at the boisterous 
dinner table! (03-07) Kids Can 2012 K,L,Q (AR/
RC) $19.30
Yamasaki, Katie. Fish For Jimmy: Inspired 
By One Family’s Experience In A Japanese 
American Internment Camp. (971282) When 
brothers Taro and Jimmy and their mother are 
forced to move from their home in California to 
a Japanese internment camp in the wake of the 
1941 Pearl Harbor bombing, Taro daringly escapes 
the camp to find fresh fish for his grieving brother. 
(06-10) Holiday House 2013 B,K,L,Q+,M,CA,W 
(AR/RC) $19.27
Set S53699 _____ 34 Books @ $643.19
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Older Fiction
Chadda, Sarwat. City Of Death. (204208) 
British schoolboy Ash Mistry, the reincarnation 
of the great Indian hero Ashoka and an agent of 
the goddess of death, faces the evil Lord Savage 
again after the villain sends his minions to capture 
Gemma, Ash’s unrequited crush. (10-14) Scholastic 
2013 K,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.29
Chadda, Sarwat. Savage Fortress. (204211) 
When British schoolboy Ash Mistry goes to India for 
a vacation, he quickly falls into a world of rakshasas, 
or demons, overseen by the evil Lord Alexander 
Savage. (09-12) Scholastic 2012 K,L,Q,C (AR/RC) 
$19.29 
Cheng, Andrea. Year Of The Baby. (209681) 
Barton, Patrice, il. Fifth-grader Anna is concerned 
that her baby sister Kaylee, adopted from China 
three months ago, is not thriving so she and her 
best friends, Laura and Camille, create a science 
project that may save the day. Sequel to The Year 
Of The Book. (07-11) Houghton 2013 K,L+,Q,C 
(AR/RC) $18.59
Compestine, Ying Chang. Banquet For Hungry 
Ghosts: A Collection Of Deliciously Frightening 
Tales. (234341) Polhemus, Coleman, il. Presents 
an eight-course banquet of ghost stories centering 
around Chinese cooking and culture. Each story is 
followed by a recipe and historical notes. (12-16) 
Holt 2009 B,K,L,Q+,M,W+ (AR/RC) $19.29 
Compestine, Ying Chang. Secrets Of The 
Terra-Cotta Soldier. (234352) Through the 
stories of a terra-cotta soldier who has survived 
through the centuries, thirteen-year-old Ming, 
learns the history of Emperor Qin, known both for 
building the Great Wall of China. (10-12) Amulet 
2014 B,K,L,Q,CA (AR/RC) $19.27 
Ellis, Deborah. My Name Is Parvana. (307315) 
Parvana, now fifteen, is found in a bombed-out 
school and held as a suspected terrorist by American 
troops in Afghanistan. Sequel to The Breadwinner. 
(11-15) Groundwood 2012 B,K+,L+,Q,C,W (AR/
RC) $19.27
Gordon, Amy. Painting The Rainbow. (386754) 
During Holly and Ivy’s annual month-long visit at 
the family’s New Hampshire lake house in 1965, 
they accidentally uncover hints of a family secret 
dating back to World War II. (08-12) Holiday House 
2014 B,K-,L,Q,C (AR/RC) $19.27 
Kadohata, Cynthia. Cracker!: The Best Dog In 
Vietnam. (505370) A young soldier in Vietnam 
bonds with his bomb-sniffing dog. (10-14) 
Atheneum 2007 B+,K,L,Q+,M,CA (AR/RC) $19.99 

Kadohata, Cynthia. Thing About Luck. 
(505408) Kuo, Julia, il. Just when twelve-year-
old Summer thinks nothing else can possibly go 
wrong in a year of bad luck, an emergency takes 
her parents to Japan, leaving Summer to care for 
her little brother while helping her grandmother 

cook and do laundry for harvest workers. (10-14) 
Atheneum 2013 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M+,C,W+ (AR/RC) 
$19.29
Lai, Thanhha. Inside Out & Back Again. 
(537364) Through a series of poems, a young girl 
chronicles the life-changing year of 1975, when 
she, her mother, and her brothers leave Vietnam 
and resettle in Alabama. (08-12) Harper 2011 
B+,L+,Q+,M,CA,W+ (AR/RC) $19.29   
Larson, Kirby. Friendship Doll. (543623) 
Throughout the twentieth century, Miss 
Kanagawa, one of fifty-eight dolls made to serve 
as ambassadors from Japan to the United States, 
travels the country learning to love while changing 
the lives of those who need her. (09-12) Delacorte 
2011 B,L,Q,CA (AR/RC) $18.59 
Lin, Grace. Dumpling Days. (573849) When 
Pacy, her two sisters, and their parents go to 
Taiwan to celebrate Grandma’s sixtieth birthday, 
the girls learn a great deal about their heritage. 
(08-12) Little 2012 B,K,L,Q,M,C (AR/RC) $18.59 

 
Lin, Grace. Year Of The Dog: A Novel. (573899) 
A young Taiwanese American girl sets out to apply 
the lessons of the Chinese Year of the Dog, those 
of making best friends and finding oneself, to her 
own life. (08-12) Little 2007 B+,K,L,Q+,M,CA (AR/
RC) $12.00  
Lorenzi, Natalie Dias. Flying The Dragon. 
(587692) When Skye’s cousin Hiroshi and his 
family move to Virginia from Japan, the cultural 
differences lead to misunderstandings and both 
children are unhappy at the changes in their 
lives--will flying the dragon kite finally bring them 
together? (09-12) Charlesbridge 2012 K+,L,Q,W 
(AR/RC) $19.27  
Morpurgo, Michael. Shadow. (659232) A young 
boy and his mother are forced to leave their royal 
dog behind and return to war-torn Afghanistan. 
(10-14) Feiwel and Friends 2012 B,K+,L,Q+,M 
(AR/RC) $19.29 
Nagai, Mariko. Dust Of Eden. (666553) Thirteen-
year-old Mina Tagawa and her Japanese-American 
family are forced to evacuate their Seattle home 
and are relocated to an internment camp in Idaho, 
where they live for three years. (09-13) Whitman 
2014 K,L,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) $19.29 
Peacock, Carol Antoinette. Red Thread Sisters. 
(705539) After an American family adopts eleven-
year-old Wen from a Chinese orphanage, she vows 
to find a family for her best friend, too. (08-12) 
Viking 2012 B,K,L,Q,C,W (AR/RC) $18.59  
Perkins, Mitali. Bamboo People: A Novel. 
(709521) Two Burmese boys, one a Karenni 
refugee and the other the son of an imprisoned 
Burmese doctor, meet in the jungle and in order to 
survive they must learn to trust each other. (11-
14) Charlesbridge 2010 B,K,L+,Q+,M,CA,W+ (AR/
RC) $19.27 
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Preus, Margi. Heart Of A Samurai: Based On The 
True Story Of Nakahama Manjiro. (731438) 
In 1841, rescued by an American whaler after a 
shipwreck, Manjiro, 14, who dreams of becoming a 
samurai, learns new laws and customs in the United 
States. (10-14) Amulet 2010 B+,K+,L+,Q,M,W+ 
(AR/RC) $18.57 
Senzai, N. H. Saving Kabul Corner. (800228) 
Twelve-year-old Ariana, a tomboy, and her ladylike 
cousin Laila, who recently arrived from Afghanistan, 
do not get along but they pull together when a rival 
Afghani grocery store opens. (08-12) Simon 2014 
B,K,L,Q,M,C,W (AR/RC) $19.29
Shang, Wendy Wan Long. Great Wall Of Lucy 
Wu. (805270) Eleven-year-old aspiring basketball 
star and interior designer Lucy Wu finally has her 
own bedroom, until her great-aunt visits and has 
to share her room for several months. (09-12) 
Scholastic 2011 B,K,L,Q,C,W (AR/RC) $19.99   

Smith, Roland. Elephant Run. (827930) Nick 
endures servitude, beatings, and more after his 
British father’s plantation in Burma is invaded by 
the Japanese in 1941, when his father and others 
are taken prisoner, Nick and his friend Mya, plan 
a daring escape on elephants. (10-14) Hyperion 
2007 B,K,L,Q,C (AR/RC) $18.59 
Stone, Jeff. Phoenix. (857395) When their home 
is robbed, thirteen-year-old Phoenix Collins, an 
up and coming amateur dirt-bike racer, discovers 
a shocking mystery about his grandfather, and 
Phoenix must travel to China and then to Texas to 
find some answers. (10-14) Random 2012 L,Q (AR) 
$19.29 
Yep, Laurence. Dragons Of Silk: Golden 
Mountain Chronicles: 1835-2011. (972911) 
Four generations of Chinese and Chinese-American 
girls, beginning in 1835, are tied together by the 
tradition of raising silkworms and the legacy of 
the legendary Weaving Maid. (10-13) Harper 2011 
B,K,L,Q+,M (AR/RC) $18.59  
Yep, Laurence. Earth Dragon Awakes: The 
San Francisco Earthquake Of 1906. (972949) 
Eight-year-old Henry and nine-year-old Chin 
witness real courage while trying to survive the 
1906 San Francisco earthquake. (08-12) Harper 
2008 B,K,L,Q,M,CA (AR/RC) $12.60  
Yep, Laurence. Star Maker. (972912) With 
the help of his uncle, a young Chinese American 
boy tries to have firecrackers for everyone on the 
Chinese New Year in 1954. Includes an afterword 
with information about the Chinese customs 
portrayed in the story. (08-12) Harper 2011 
B,K,L,Q,CA,W (AR/RC) $18.59 
Zia, F. (Farhana) Garden Of My Imaan. 
(980191) The arrival of new student Marwa, a 
fellow sixth-grader who is a strict Muslim, helps 
Aliya come to terms with her own lukewarm practice 
of the faith and her embarrassment over others’ 
reactions to their beliefs. (08-12) Peachtree 2013 
B,K,L,Q,W+ (AR/RC) $18.57
Set S53700 _____ 27 Books @ $501.81

Younger Nonfiction
Blaxland, Wendy. Chinese Food. (125664) 
Describes historical, cultural, and geographical 
factors that have influenced the cuisine of China. 
Includes recipes to create Chinese food. (07-10) 
Smart Apple 2012 B,L,Q $21.37  
Divakaruni, Chitra Banerjee. Grandma 
And The Great Gourd: A Bengali Folk Tale. 
(280613) Waters, Susy Pilgrim, il. On her way to 
visit her daughter on the other side of the jungle, 
Grandma encounters a hungry fox, bear, and tiger, 
and although she convinces them to wait for her 
return trip, she still must find a way to outwit them 
all. (05-08) Roaring Brook 2013 B,K,L,Q+,M,C,W 
(AR/RC) $19.99
Dowson, Nick. Tracks Of A Panda. (289519) 
Rong, Yu, il. A mother panda teaches her cub how 
to survive in their mountain habitat, but as the 
sound of villagers clearing the forest approaches, 
she knows they must look for a new home. (05-08) 
Candlewick 2007 B,L,Q+,M (AR/RC) $19.29  
Heinrichs, Ann. Chinese New Year. (435309) 
Huang, Benrei, il. Teaches readers about the history 
and pastimes associated with the Chinese New 
Year, as well as what they can do to commemorate 
the day. (05-08) Child’s World 2014 L (AR) $19.97 

 
Kimmel, Elizabeth Cody. Taste Of Freedom: 
Gandhi And The Great Salt March. (518289) 
Ferri, Giuliano, il. An old man in India recalls how, 
when he was a young boy, he got his first taste 
of freedom as he and his brother joined the great 
Mahatma Gandhi on a march to the sea to make 
salt in defiance of British law. (06-08) Bloomsbury 
2014 B,K,L,Q,C,W (AR/RC) $19.99 
McGinty, Alice B. Gandhi: A March To The 
Sea. (626214) Gonzalez, Thomas, il. Mohandas 
Gandhi’s March to the Sea in March 1930, was 
a pivotal moment in India’s quest to become an 
independent country no longer ruled by Great 
Britain. (05-08) Amazon Children’s Books 2013 
B,K,L+,Q,M,C,W  (AR) $19.99
Moss, Marissa. Barbed Wire Baseball. (661608) 
Shimizu, Yuko, il. A true story about baseball set in 
the Japanese internment camps of WWII. (06-10) 
Abrams 2013 B,K,L,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) $20.67 
Otto, Carolyn. Celebrate Chinese New Year.  
(694137) Introduces young readers to Chinese 
New Year with a focus on the historical and cultural 
aspects of the holiday. (06-09) National Geographic 
2009 B,L,Q (AR) $18.57  
Potter, Alicia. Mrs. Harkness And The Panda. 
(728540) Sweet, Melissa, il. The incredible story 
of a female adventurer who brought America 
its first panda in 1934. (05-08) Knopf 2012 
B+,K,L+,Q+,M,C,W (AR/RC) $19.29 
Quan, Elizabeth. Beyond The Moongate: 
True Stories Of 1920s China. (736279) In the 
1920s the Lee King family - father, mother, and 
six children - traveled from their home in Canada, 
across the Pacific Ocean, to inland China. They 
discover a foreign and astonishing world. (06-08) 
Tundra 2013 B,K,L-,Q $21.37 
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Sobol, Richard. Story Of Silk: From Worm 
Spit To Woven Scarves. (833935) From the 
nurturing of silkworms in Thailand to the weaving 
of the fabric, the author chronicles the process of 
creating one of the most desired fabrics. (06-10) 
Candlewick 2012 B,K,L,Q+,M,W (AR) $19.99 
Weston, Mark. Honda: The Boy Who Dreamed 
Of Cars. (936656) Yamasaki, Katie, il. A biography 
of Japanese businessman Soichiro Honda, founder 
of the Honda Motor Company, manufacturer of 
motorcycles and cars. (06-11) Lee & Low 2008 
B,K,L,Q+,M (AR/RC) $19.97  

Set S53701 _____ 12 Books @ $240.46

Older Nonfiction
Athans, Sandra K. Secrets Of The Sky Caves: 
Danger And Discovery On Nepal’s Mustang 
Cliffs. (074860) Discover the mysterious caves 
of Mustang, a remote region in Nepal. (09-13) 
Millbrook 2014 K,L+,Q,CA (AR/RC) $24.87
Ellis, Deborah. Kids Of Kabul: Living Bravely 
Through A Never-Ending War. (307280) What 
has happened to Afghanistan’s children since the 
fall of the Taliban in 2001? In 2011, Deborah Ellis 
went to Kabul to find out. (12-16) Groundwood 
2012 B,K,L,Q,C (AR/RC) $18.57 
Freedman, Russell. Angel Island: Gateway 
To Gold Mountain. (352767) An account of 
the “other Ellis Island”--Angel Island, California, 
the entry point for one million Asian Immigrants 
in the early 20th century. (09-12) Clarion 2014 
B+,K+,L+,Q,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) $19.99   
Liu-Perkins, Christine. At Home In Her Tomb: 
Lady Dai And The Ancient Chinese Treasures 
Of Mawangdui. (580361) Brannen, Sarah S., il. 
When archaeologists excavated the tombs of Lady 
Dai and her family from the Han dynasty, they 
unearthed a treasure chest and a time capsule 
that gave clues to daily life in ancient China. (09-
12) Charlesbridge 2014 B+,K+,L,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) 
$21.37 
Martinez, Andres Vera. Little White Duck: 
A Childhood In China. (580362) A young girl 
describes her experiences growing up in China, 
beginning with the death of Chairman Mao in 1976. 
In graphic novel format. (08-12) Graphic Universe 
2012 K+,Q+ (AR/RC) $27.89 
Raatma, Lucia. China: It’s Cool To Learn 
About Countries. (736798) An introduction to 
China, including the geography, history, economy, 
culture, and people. (09-13) Cherry Lake 2011 
(AR) $22.07  
Samuels, Charlie. Technology In Ancient 
China. (775523) An introduction to the technology 
in ancient China, including farming, astronomy, 
metalworking, and more. (09-13) Gareth Stevens 
2014 L $17.24  
Say, Allen. Drawing From Memory. (781223) 
Chronicles Say’s journey as an artist during WWI, 
when he apprenticed under Noro Shinpei, Japan’s 
premier cartoonist. (10-14) Scholastic 2011 
B+,K+,L+,Q+,M+,C+,W (AR/RC) $19.99 

Sobol, Richard. Life Of Rice: From Seedling 
To Supper. (833858) A journey to Thailand 
to explore the life of rice: from the beginning to 
the hard work of harvesting and finally ending 
with a delicious dinner. (08-12) Candlewick 2010 
B,K,L,Q,C,W (AR/RC) $19.99  
Somervill, Barbara A. Japan: It’s Cool To Learn 
About Countries. (834608) An introduction to 
Japan, including the geography, history, economy, 
culture, and people. (09-13) Cherry Lake 2011 L 
(AR) $22.07  

Williams, Marcia. Elephant’s Friend And 
Other Tales From Ancient India. (950150) 
Draws eight stories from well-known collections of 
Indian folktales--Hitopadesha tales, Jataka tales, 
and Panchantra tales--and presents them with 
cartoon-like illustrations. (08-12) Candlewick 2012 
K,L,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR) $19.29 
Set S53702 _____ 11 Books @ $233.34

Reviews and Reading Program Abbreviations
B Booklist
C Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
K Kirkus Reviews
L School Library Journal
M Horn Book
Q Horn Book Guide
W Publishers Weekly
+ Starred review
AR Accelerated Reader® test available
RC Reading Counts® test available
CCSS   Common Core State Standards
TEKS   Texas Essential Knowledge And Skills
 And CSCOPE

For detailed Common Core or Texas State 
Standards information visit www.btsb.com



Bound to Stay Bound Books
1880 West Morton Ave.
Jacksonville, IL  62650-2619 ORDER FORM

BTSB FREE PROCESSING AND SHIPPING
1 Call Number Label, attached* or unattached  – 1 Bar Code Label, attached* or unattached

MARC Records when downloaded from the BTSB Bookstore**
*Clear protective labels are provided with your FREE Call Number and Bar Code labels.

**MARC records requested on CD-ROM will have a $20.00 media charge per shipment applied.

Bill to:  ________________________________ Ship to:  ___________________________________   
  ________________________________   ___________________________________   
  ________________________________   ___________________________________   
  ________________________________   ___________________________________
Signature ________________________________ Title  ___________________________________
Phone #  ________________________________ Fax #  ___________________________________
email  ________________________________

------------- Ordering Method  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     5	 P. O. # _____________________  Date  _____/_____/_____     Do not exceed $____________
     5	 Reserve titles, await confirmation
     5	Firm order, no purchase order required

------------- Processing Services  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     5	No processing services or MARC records
     5	MARC records only
     5	Free processing package  or      5	Use processing on file
 5	Use bar code range on file
 5	Starting bar code number  ________________________________________
 5	Check if bar code number requested is lower than previous number because you are filling in gaps.
 5	Contact me. My automated system has been upgraded or changed since my last order.
     5	Order Accelerated Reader® Quizzes for all Accelerated Reader® titles or for titles indicated. 
           AR Quiz Media:  5	Download  5	CD-ROM  5	Accelerated Reader Desktop Serial #_____________
        (Renaissance Learning™ requires any order of 19 quizzes or fewer be delivered via download only.  A $10.00 shipping charge per shipment is applied to all quizzes ordered on CD-ROM.)

 (Quizzes created after July 1, 2012 available for Enterprise users only.)

------------- Payment Method  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     5	Send invoice         5	Check enclosed               5	Credit card
For security purposes: Do not disclose card information. We will contact you by telephone to acquire this information.

------------- Shipping  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Free shipping  (Allow extra time for new Spring and Fall titles.)

     5	Standard (Ship immediately, continue to ship as available. Backorders are canceled 60 days from the date the order is received.)

       or
     5	Special handling        Number of shipments  _____    Date order must be completed  _____/_____/_____

      No shipments between these dates  _____/_____/_____  to  _____/_____/_____     (summer, holidays, etc.)

5	Send a Replacement Catalog

(Prices subject to change)
Spring 2015

Phone # 800-637-6586 
Fax # 800-747-2872
email btsb@btsb.com

Also available at www.btsb.com


